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 ago, in 1910, the equatorial forest covered with its shade the present site
 of Elizabethville, the capital of Katanga, the land of copper. At present
 immense factories have been built there, and in its beflagged streets the
 admirable soldiers of Tabora were feted, whilst in the public park a flower
 festival was organized in their honour and was worthy of any European
 capital. Such is the result of dogged perseverance and labour.

 Has Germany given up the idea, though, of robbing Belgium of the
 fruit of her work? On 7 June 1916, Herr Scharze, in the name of the
 Centre, approved by Dr. Lentsch, in the name of the Socialists; Dr.
 Stressemann, in the name of the Liberal Nationalists; and Graf Westorp,
 in the name of the Conservatives, said to the Colonial Society, presided
 over by the Duke of Mecklenburg, " It is our conviction that we need
 new colonies to add to the old ones." And only yesterday, the Kolnische
 Zeitung, returning to its former programme, acknowledges that Germany,
 by taking the Congo, would like to create a Colonial Empire all in one
 piece. Nothing could be more logical. By a striking coincidence the
 international situation of Belgium and that of our large African colony are
 identical. Belgium, in the centre of Europe, is the battlefield on which
 great powers meet, just as the Congo, in the centre of Africa, forms the
 cross of the main roads leading from north to south and from east to west.
 Belgium is the key of Europe; the Congo is the key of Africa.

 But it is precisely for this reason that it is in the interest of every one
 that both these territories of capital importance, in Africa as in Europe,
 remain placed under the sovereignty of a small State which threatens no
 one, and has given to the world undeniable proofs of its loyalty. Separated
 from their native land for long months by an iron barrier, Belgians are
 more attached than ever to those distant possessions, thanks to the blood
 spilt yesterday and to the imperious necessities of to-morrow. The Allies
 understand this; and among all the services rendered by them to our
 unfortunate country, the guarantees given on 26 April 1916 on the subject
 of the integrity of our Colonial domain figure in the first rank. Grateful
 Belgium will never forget it!

 Before the paper the PRESIDENT said : Our lecturer to-night, the Comte de
 Briey, is a distinguished ofncer of the Belgian Army who has had two strenuous
 years* service with that gallant army on the western front, and since then has
 been sent by the King of the Belgians on a special mission to German East
 Africa, during which he has acquired much valuable information, some of
 which he is kind enough to give us to-night.

 (The Comte de Briey then read the paper printed above, and a discussion
 followed.)

 Baron Moncheur (Belgian Minister): As I have listened to Comte de
 Briey's most interesting lecture to-night I have felt deeply honoured that one
 of my countrymen should have had the privilege of speaking before you. How
 could it be otherwise, recalling, as I do,that the hall of the Royal Geographical
 Society has resounded with the voices of the most distinguished scientific men
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 and travellers, whose names are imperishable and whose studies and explora-
 tions have contributed on land and sea to the establishment of the British

 Empire's secure foundation ? I should have hesitated to address you from so
 illustrious a tribune did I not feel bound to express to you, not only my profound
 gratitude for the cordial reception of this evening, but also the feeling of
 satisfaction and pride with which the thought of the British and Belgian
 successful co-operation in East Africa inspires me. In the Dark Continent
 and in Flanders we have fought side by side. In Africa Belgians have
 fallen for the just and sacred cause which we are defending together.
 In Belgium the soldiers of England have poured out their generous blood
 freely for the deliverance of my country. But our country is no longer
 limited to the narrow bounds of Belgium. In the eyes of every Belgian
 the Congo, for which we have toiled and suffered so much, has become
 an integral part of Belgium; and our people are prepared to defend it as
 they would their mother-country. Our ideas of colonization are not indeed
 those of our enemies. Their point of view was dealt with in the address
 recently delivered before this Society by the illustrious statesman and soldier,
 General Smuts. We do not desire, as they do, to exploit a colony like a farm
 on which the natives constitute the live stock. Our ideals are different. In the
 words of Scripture, we found a native sleeping beneath the tree of sloth. We
 have shown him the road of civilization, and we shall assist him to tread that
 way until he has acquired all the civic qualities which will render him worthy
 of being our countryman. In pursuit of this aim we can, I am sure, count on
 the sympathies of Great Britain, with whose views on the subject of colonial
 policy our own coincide. The bonds of friendship arising out of the heroic
 efforts of the two countries during this war, will, I trust, after the return of
 peace be drawn still closer, for we shall pursue in perfect harmony the great
 task of the complete moral and material development of our possessions beyond
 the seas. I beg again to return thanks to the Royal Geographical Society of
 London for their friendly and cordial reception.

 Sir Alfred Sharpe : I have listened with great pleasure to the interesting
 paper which we have heard to-night because I have visited a good deal of the
 country described, and we have been told something about the Belgian
 campaign in the Congo and in German East Africa. There was one point to
 which I should like to draw attention, a very noticeable one : When Germany
 carried the war into Central Africa by the bombardment of a Belgian post on
 Lake Tanganyika on 22 August 1914, it became imperative for the Congo
 Government to place the biggest force they could on their eastern frontier. In
 order to do this they had to practically denude every post in their colony of
 military and civil police. In spite of all this, and in spite of the fact that the
 natives of the Belgian Congo were fully aware, both by the ordinary filtration of
 news and by German propaganda, that Germany had invaded Belgium, from
 that day to this there has not been a single instance of the natives of the Congo
 taking advantage of the opportunity to show any disregard of or opposition to
 Belgian authority in the colony. I do not think we could have a better proof
 than this that the Government of the Congo Colony to-day is a just Govern?
 ment, and that it is a Government which is acceptable to the natives. I
 draw attention to this point because there are people in England who imagine
 Africa is still as Stanley and Livingstone found it, and who are unaware of
 the advances which have been made during the last twenty years. The part
 I know best of the countries dealt with in to-night's paper is the Kivu-
 Ruanda district, the most fascinating and charming portion of Central Africa
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 that I have ever seen. The Comte de Briey has not in any way exaggerated
 its beauties. East of the lake you have Ruanda, of which we have heard
 much, a country with beautiful climate, nice people, teeming with cattle and
 stock, a country quite colonizable by Europeans.

 The number of cattle in Ruanda, according to the census taken by the
 Germans in 1912, was 2\ million head. West of Kivu, in Belgian territory, you
 have again similar country, mountainous, open grass, with no forest, a large
 population, any quantity of native foods, immense banana groves, and cattle
 and other stock. Going west from Kivu you can travel three or four days
 through this description of country ; then you run straight up against the wall
 of the Congo Equatorial forest, and in some parts you can step in a few yards
 from the bright open sunshine into the dank dark gloom of the forests. I
 spent some three weeks there, and I cannot describe the relief it was to step
 out again into the nice warm sunshine. North of Lake Kivu you have
 intensely interesting country, the volcanic belt, which crosses the rift in which
 Kivu and the other lakes lie. Some of these volcanoes are intermittently
 active. I was fortunate enough to see a magnificent eruption here in 1912.
 Some of the volcanic peaks run up to nearly 15,000 feet, and one of them,
 Karisimbe, is frequently capped with snow. At their bases rise the two utter-
 most southern sources of the River Nile, the Kagera running south-east,
 north, and then east into the Victoria Nyanza (issuing thence by the Victoria
 Nile) ; and the Ruchuru, which runs in a northerly direction to Lake Edward,
 from there to Albert, and finally joins the Victoria Nile to the noith of Lake
 Albert. I might, however, be tempted to take up too much time by en-
 deavouring to describe to you the fascination and charm of the Kivu district.
 All I would say is that any one who wishes to see Kivu and its beauties can
 reach it in eight days from the Indian Ocean ; by railway from Dar-es-Salaam
 to Kigoma on Lake Tanganyika, thence by steamer and road.

 Colonel Sir Charles Close : I should like to testify to what I think is the
 feeling of all of us. We have listened to a very interesting lecture, and one
 which has brought home a little to us the magnificent work which the Belgian
 Army has done in Africa. In the pre-occupation which all of us suffer from
 now with regard to the western front we are a little apt to lose sight of the
 work done by the Belgians, and it is very good for us to have this brought
 home. The mere occupation and conquest of a territory of 200,000 square
 kilometres is rather a big thing. I do not know whether anybody here
 actually realizes how much that is. I must say I do not. We have had in
 the lecture a very clear illustration of the great efforts which our Allies, the
 Belgians, have made towards the efTective prosecution of this greatest of all
 wars.* In the lecture which the Comte de Briey gave us he mentioned one or two
 points naturally interesting to travellers. I was struck rather by the account
 of that agreeable tribe who collected the flesh of sacrifices. He did not say
 what they did with the flesh, but if they happened to bring it to the Geo?
 graphical Club on alternate Mondays it would be welcome ! Those frontiers
 of the Congo were particularly difficult to settle in the neighbourhood that
 we have had an account of. The boundary through Lake Kivu, Ruanda, and
 a little further north was the source of a discussion which went on for years,
 and finally ended in a tripartite agreement, signed at Brussels about ten
 years ago ; and I must say, although Germany was one of the parties to the
 agreement, it was, on the whole, a very reasonable one, and carried down the
 boundaries between German territory and the Belgian-Congo territory in an
 eminently satisfactory way?satisfactory, I think, to all concerned. It took
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 natural frontiers as far as possible. In Lake Kivu there was a little problem.
 There are some islands there called the Kwichwe Islands. On one of those

 unfortunate islands there settled some years ago a missionary who had been
 the Emperor William II.'s preceptor, or pastor. Therefore it was almost
 impossible for Germany to give up those islands to Belgium ! We all must
 realize that the pastor of the Emperor William was, no doubt, very largely
 responsible for those admirable Christian sentiments which he is now exhibit-
 ing every day. Finally, the Kwichwe Islands did find their way into Belgian
 territory, and the rest of the frontier was equally well and happily settled.
 But although the Anglo-Belgian frontiers are happily settled, we hope that the
 German frontiers have disappeared for ever.

 The President : I can only say for myself that I have enjoyed this
 lecture immensely. Before it began the Comte de Briey confessed to a
 certain nervousness as to whether he could make himself intelligible in
 English. We may all congratulate him on his success in solving a problem
 which would have proved exceedingly difficult to most of us in his place. At
 the end of his lecture he referred to one point which has often occurred to me,
 and that is the curious analogy of the geographical relationship between
 England and Belgium in Europe, and between England and Belgium in
 Africa. Just as Belgium stands between London and Central Europe, and
 is to a great extent our safeguard for the most important feature of defence
 for England, the Straits of Dover, so in Africa we find Belgium intervening
 between Egypt and Rhodesia. Wherever that railway runs which is to
 connect the Cape with Cairo, it must almost inevitably pass through Belgian
 territory when it leaves Rhodesia and runs north to a junction with the Nile
 system. That is a matter which it seems to me is rather one for congratulation
 than otherwise, for the centuries-long friendship which we have enjoyed with
 Belgium guarantees that there will be no trouble hereafter arising from that
 intervention; and I believe that there is no tie which. can do more to bind
 nations together in a spirit of good-fellowship than the tie of community of
 interest. So I hope hereafter it may well happen that when German boun-
 daries have disappeared, as Sir Charles Close devoutly hopes they will, we
 shall have Belgium to deal with in connecting up Rhodesia with the north,
 and that good feeling which has always existed between the two countries will
 be cemented closer than ever by the undoubted community of interests which
 must arise from a railway passing from our territory through Belgium into our
 territory again. Rhodesia is already more or less connected with the north.
 This is a result of the East African campaign ; for a motor road runs now from
 Northern Rhodesia to the north-east and joins the Dar-es-Salaam-Tabora
 Railway, I believe, about 50 miles from the coast. So that the beginning
 of a real development of the East African Colony in British interests may
 be said to have taken place. I have no more to say than to ask you to join
 in thanking the Comte de Briey most cordially for his very entertaining
 lecture.
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